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�uggestions

for an unforgettable �ourney

We represent unique, extraordinary
independent and privately-owned boutique
hotels, villas and yachts in Italy. To promote
the hotels we represent we take pride in
creating travel suggestions and itineraries,
where our local knowledge meets the needs
and interests of travel advisors and clients.
Make this your very own tale of discovery
along this unique peninsula, whether
your primary concern is art, architecture,
archaeology or even fine dining and
shopping.

Our goal is to introduce travel advisors
to new products and act as a primary
resource for information and assistance
ensuring they receive all the support
they need in real time. Having a “sample
itinerary” connecting the properties gives
something more solid and potentially
concrete to promote, rather than a mere
collection of hotels.

Extraordinary hotels, whose credo is
painstaking attention to details, excellence
throughout, and whose experience is one
you will treasure at length. Light varying a
thousand times in a day, sensational dawns
and sunsets, ever-changing hues, the lull
of the waves by the shore, a star-studded
sky, savouring an outstanding meal:
you will simply ask for more.

Welcome to our world

Trip 5

BERGAMO

3 days / Pantelleria

VENEZIA

MILANO
TORINO

You can easily reach Pantelleria by flight:

BOLOGNA

- From Sicily: a 30-minute flight from Trapani,
Palermo and Catania
- Easy, short flights (between 1 and 1.5 hours) from

FIRENZE

Milano, Torino, Bergamo, Venezia, Bologna, Firenze,
Pisa, Rome, Napoli

PISA

Season
From April to the end of October
ROMA

NAPOLI

PALERMO
TRAPANI

Sikelia Luxury Retreat / Pantelleria
PANTELLERIA

CATANIA

To make the experience even richer, every itinerary
can be designed by Italian DMCs to the last detail.
Every visit, every lunch and dinner, every
overnight stay and every transfer is
carefully selected to be part of a story,
your story.

PANTELLERIA

LAGHETTO DELLE ONDINE

LAGO DI VENERE
CALA TRAMONTANA

I just can’t get the island off my mind. You know we are closer

ARCO DELL’ELEFANTE

to Africa than Italy? The hidden island of Pantelleria is located
62 miles southwest of Sicily and some 40 miles from Tunisia.

GROTTA BENIKULÀ

This small, yet incredibly rich volcanic island holds the best of both
worlds, with Italian traditions mingling with African-style sunsets,
burnt orange hues colouring each and everything, the deep blue of

SCAURI

Sikelia Luxury Retreat / Pantelleria

its crystalline waters a unique backdrop to sensational adventures.
If you like the natural landscape as I do - the wind, the wild idea
of the Mediterranean - nowhere else is like this!

BALATA DEI TURCHI

day 1 / day 2 / day 3
Pantelleria is windy – its Arabic name is Bent el Riah, daughter of the wind. The rough, windswept landscape
with its jagged lava cliffs, is filled with ancient ruins and historic stone dwellings known as dammusi.
You get the feeling you are somewhere lost in remote Africa, rather than on one of the most unique Italian islands.
The raw force of the wind and the sea contributed to creating very peculiar rock formations all over the world, and
Pantelleria enjoys its fair share of stardom with an equally stupendous lava stone arch, known as Arco dell’Elefante
(Elephant Arch). Cala Tramontana is also fantastic for archaeology aficionados: here,
more than 3,000 bronze Punic coins were found, dated between 264 and 241 BC,
some of which are now part of the Pantelleria Castle collection.

>>

>>

Pantelleria casts a spell because of its
mesmerising landscapes and unique
atmosphere, and yet most visitors are struck
by its viticulture.
To call it “heroic” is an understatement: the vines
are shaped by the persistent wind and reflect how
growers managed to adapt to it. Vines are planted
in shallow, bowl-shaped depressions called conche,
thus low to the ground, that also collect precious moisture.
Any picking is done by hand and requires bending to your
knees or waist on treacherous slopes: this Vite ad alberello
– (head trained bush wine) is part of the Unesco Heritage
since 2014. Next time you savour some precious Pantelleria
wine, think about the effort, dedication and pride that go
into each and every bottle, as if a genie was coming out of it
to fulfil your wishes.

Not to be missed
• Enjoy a mud therapy at Lake of Venus • Sibà and the Grotta Benikulà
• The numerous walking or trekking trails on the island • Excursion to Montagna Grande
• Balata dei Turchi • Enjoy a red-hot sunset from Scauri harbour village
• Diving experience • Boat trip around the island • A visit to the archelogical sites
• Wine tasting at Coste Ghirlanda

Buon appetito!
• Themà Restaurant • Osteria Il Principe e Il Pirata • Coste Ghirlanda
• Ristorante La Vela

Food ectstatic
• Cous cous Pantesco • Insalata Pantesca • Pasta con ammogghio
• Pantelleria capers • Ravioli amari • Bacio Pantesco
• Murena e Cipollata • Mustazzoli

Wine
• Passito di Pantelleria • Zibibbo. The prized Zibibbo grape
is inscribed in the UNESCO World Heritage List.

Elegant

S i k e l i a L u x u ry R e t r e at

A towering, 10-foot brass
door, gleaming in the midday
Mediterranean sun, marks
the entrance to Sikelia.
It’s a gateway fit for roman gods
and it seems to tempt those who
approach. What could lie beyond
that door? Sikelia is the passion project
of Giulia Pazienza Gelmetti who has
created a 20 suite hideaway out of ancient
Arab Dammusi, the island’s iconic stone
dwellings. Sikelia’s suites, all different,
reflect Giulia’s impeccable eye, whose
boundless energy is contagious.
Sikelia Luxury Retreat

/ 3 nights

and exclusive

C o s t e G h i r l a n d a W i n e E s tat e

Coste Ghirlanda Wine Estate,
only 10 minutes from Sikelia, is immersed
in natural surroundings of singular beauty
on the island of Pantelleria. A genuine food
and wine experience, respectful of the essence
of the land, accompanied by the special
care to detail which allows you to experience
incomparable moments in an exclusive
environment where nature dominates senses
and perceptions.

�njoy

a romantic dinner

SARDINIA
CAPRI & A M AL F I COAST

Fancy continuing your trip?
Here you are with four suggestions off the beaten path.
Welcome to the lands of dreams.
trip 1

trip 2

trip 3

trip 4

F RO M LAKE M AGGIORE TO NAPLES

10 days / from Lake Maggiore to Naples
7 days / Dolomites & Lake Garda
3 days / mini cruise Capri & Amalfi Coast
4 days / Sardinia

DOLO M ITES & LAKE GARDA
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DolomitES
Alpina Dolomites / Alpe di Siusi
Gardena Grödnerhof  / Ortisei / Val Gardena
Ciasa Salares / San Cassiano / Alta Badia

LAKE Maggiore
Isole Borromee Experiences / Stresa
New apartaments on Isola Bella / Stresa
BOLZANO

MILANO
VENEZIA
TORINO

PIEDMONT
Nordelaia Boutique Hotel / Cremolino

LAKE GARDA
Grand Hotel Fasano / Gardone

FIRENZE

TUSCANY
Il Bottaccio Boutique Art Hotel / Montignoso / Massa Carrara

ROMA

SARDINIA
L’Ea Bianca Luxury Resort & Villas / Baia Sardinia

Campania
Atelier Inés / Napoli

Su Gologone Experience Hotel / Oliena

NAPOLI

CAGLIARI

Unique, extraordinary hotels
where guests become friends and
are enticed with the most astonishing
experiences, family traditions are held
in high regards and the natural world
takes the leading role.

Pantelleria / Sicilia
Sikelia Luxury Retreat / Pantelleria

Capri & Costiera Amalfitana
Capri on Board / Capri
Private yacht, transfers,
daily excursions, mini cruises

design: blugraphicdesign.com

1° strada, 25 20090 Segrate (Milano)
mobile: +39 335 7079079

marketing@claudiadarin.it

Italy
www.claudiadarin.it

